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Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Treaties

Submission No. 1

32 Marlborough Place
St Ives NSW 2075

Dear Sir/Madam

I am Mrs Ordinary Citizen, raising a family, working as a Home Care
Field Staff, and desperately interested in furthering any cause dealing
with "Man - Humanity to Man". These causes and to view the whole
earth, and not just man, as permeated by SPIRIT.

The WTO definitely does not fall in this category of causes which
furthers Brotherhood. I have thankfully been awakened for a few years
now, to the threat of Globalized Capitalism, for us all. The WTO is real
and true purpose is to facilitate GLOBAL PILLAGE. Any decent
Australian should not have anything to do with a movement whose
sole aim to preserve the benefits of a few ever growing multi national
corporations.

There are only 4 Australian Companies in the World's top 500, most of
which reside in USE and Japan.

WTO stands for institutionalized domination. Look at what happened
in Tasmania with them being forced to import live diseased salmon
when their country fish is disease free. Look at the US Company suing
Canadian Government for not allowing them to sell a product (in
Canada) which includes a component banned in Canada on
environmental grounds. (USA, Mexico and Canada have free trad e
agreement).

The latest push by WTO is for the privatization of health and water
supplies, viewed merely as economic commodities to be flogged off to
highest bidder. It is also pushing for the easing of restricitions on
forest produce trade (ie logging) and on trade in genetically modified
foods.

We human beings were given the earth and each other, to be taken
care off. We do now, at this period of our evolution have free will,
freedom to choose between good and evil. There are definite beings of
power who are dedicated towards enslaving and pulverizing all human
beings to the ways of world machines - all for the greed of a few.



I beg you, as one citizen, who feels impelled to stand up and be
counted, please have nothing to do with any multilateral treaties as
they are in a position to totally overide our cultural, environmental
and political safeguards.

Are we still the Lucky Country? I don't think that we ever were. Do
you politicians ever open your vistas by reading sources of info other
than conventional media reports (owned by big business).

Please do some homework. Please have public discussion, unlike Nov
1998, when Australia was going to sign a Treaty in total secrecy.
People are ignorant and need to be awakened.

Regards

Mrs M Ghuyas

PS The Seattle Fire Will Be Kept Burning! I will be there this time.


